




Welcome

Dreena Collins - Deputy Executive Officer



How do I register?



“              is the thing with feathers that perches in the
soul and sings the tune without the words and never

stops at all.”

Courses at a Glance
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 Emily Dickinson



Do you wonder why New Year's resolutions don't normally stick? We all know
about the benefits of activities such as exercise, eating well, meditating,
practicing gratitude etc. But we also know these things are much easier said
than done and we often blame ourselves for not practicing them due to a
"lack of willpower". 

This course will show students how to use the science of behaviour to make
it easier and more enjoyable to practice healthy habits and behaviours.
Applying these principles will increase how often these behaviours are
practiced and can lead to long term increases in wellbeing. We will look at
myths behind willpower, the science of behaviour, clarifying our intentions
behind habits and how to make habits easier to practice. 

This course is once a week for three weeks. 

Facilitators: Ronan Benson and Tom Stewart

January

Sleep can have a profound impact on our mental wellbeing This course will
outline the basic need we have as humans to sleep and what natural sleep
looks like. We will cover the benefits of sleep and the detrimental impact of
sleep deprivation on both our physical and mental health. 

We will offer, practical solutions to common sleep difficulties with an easy to
follow plan, which students will be invited to evaluate in the second week. We
will look at sleep medications and the impact that these can have on our
natural sleep cycle, alongside common sleep disorders and signposting
students to where they can seek additional support where necessary. 

This course is over two sessions. 

Facilitators: Ronan Benson and Simon Irons



Co-production is a term used often, in and around social services - but what
does it really mean?

The course explores what co-production is, how it differs from other
engagement models and how it works best, why it is an important and
powerful approach to designing and delivering services. It explores the
advantages and disadvantages of co-production and how to apply the co-
production model to local projects.

This course is suitable for anyone interested in using the co-production
model or participating in co-production work.

Facilitators: Beth Moore and Kevin Proctor

This course considers what trauma is and the potential impact of traumatic
experiences on us, our lives and relationships. It is based on the latest
research, which particularly focuses on the body’s responses. We will
discuss tools that can help us with regulation and also briefly describe
potential therapeutic models that are sometimes used.

[NB A Further Exploration of Trauma (part 2) will be running in the second
half of the term.]

Facilitators: Carolyn Coverley and Kevin Proctor.



The experience of psychosis is surprisingly common. This course will explore
some of the myths, misconceptions and prejudices that can make living with
psychosis more difficult. It will also cover what can be helpful in someone's
recovery journey, including a range of treatment and self-help options and
personal experiences.

We aim to inspire hope for recovery from psychosis.

This is course is once a week for two weeks. 

Facilitators: Liz Kendrick-Lodge and Luke Canavan

February Courses

In conjunction with

“Learn from yesterday, live for today,            for tomorrow.".

Albert Einstein





hel lo@recovery. je
(01534)  505977

Regus, Floor One, Liberation Station, 
Esplanade, St Helier, JE2 3AS


